Purification of cybrids by fluorescence-activated cell sorting.
A general method to isolate and purify substantial numbers of viable cybrids from cultured mammalian cells immediately following cytoplast-cell fusion is described. This method uses cytoplasts whose mitochondria are selectively stained in vivo by the cationic fluorescent rhodamine dye, rhodamine 123. Large numbers of highly purified, rhodamine-stained cytoplasts are fused to appropriate recipient cell lines and then the fusion mixture is sorted based on forward angle scatter and fluorescence parameters. Plating the positively sorted population in culture for as short as 12 h eliminates contaminating cytoplasts which, lacking a nucleus, are unable to adhere or survive. The resultant population, based on an analysis of genetic markers, is 75-100% cybrids, an enrichment of 1000- to 10,000-fold over the initial fusion mixture. Cybrids purified by cell sorting may be useful for detailed molecular studies of mitochondrial DNA gene expression and in the specific induction of new mitochondrial DNA mutants.